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Abstract. We extend further semi-A-Fredholm theory by generalizing the
results from [6], [39] such as the theorem about Riesz points. Moreover, we
obtain an analogue of the results from [17] in the setting of non-adjointable
operators. Finally, we provide several examples on semi-A-Fredholm and semi-
A-Weyl operators. We give also the examples of semi-A-Fredholm operators
with non-closed image.
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1. Introduction
The Fredholm and semi-Fredholm theory on Hilbert and Banach spaces started
by studying the certain integral equations which was done in the pioneering work
by Fredholm in 1903 in [9]. After that the abstract theory of Fredholm and semi-
Fredholm operators on Banach spaces was during the time developed in numerous
papers.
Now, Hilbert C∗-modules are natural generalization of Hilbert spaces when the
field of scalars is replaced by a C∗-algebra.
Fredholm theory on Hilbert C∗-modules as a generalization of Fredholm theory
on Hilbert spaces was started by Mishchenko and Fomenko in [28]. They have
introduced the notion of a Fredholm operator on the standard module over a
unital C∗-algebra A, denoted by HA. Moreover, they have shown that the set
of these generalized Fredholm operators is open in the norm topology, that it is
invariant under compact perturbation and they have proved the generalization of
the Atkinson theorem and of the index theorem. Their definition of A-Fredholm
operator on HA is the following:
[28, Definition ] A (bounded A linear) operator F : HA → HA is called A-
Fredholm if
1) it is adjointable;
2) there exists a decomposition of the domain HA = M1⊕˜N1, and the range,
1
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HA = M2⊕˜N2, where M1,M2, N1, N2 are closed A-modules and N1, N2 have a
finite number of generators, such that F has the matrix from[
F1 0
0 F4
]
with respect to these decompositions and F1 :M1 →M2 is an isomorphism.
The notation ⊕˜ denotes the direct sum of modules without orthogonality, as given
in [25].
In [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] we went further in this direction and defined semi-
A-Fredholm operators on Hilbert C∗-modules. We investigated then and proved
several properties of these generalized semi Fredholm operators on Hilbert C∗-
modules as an analogue or generalization of the well-known properties of classical
semi-Fredholm operators on Hilbert and Banach spaces.
This is a part of our general research project which has the aim of establish-
ing semi-Fredholm theory on Hilbert C∗-modules in the setting of the above
mentioned generalized Fredholm and semi-Fredholm operators over C∗-algebras
defined in [28], [14], as a generalization of the classical semi-Fredholm theory on
Hilbert and Banach spaces.
This paper has, as the part of the above mentioned research project, three
purposes. The first purpose is to obtain generalizations of some results from the
clasical semi-Fredholm theory Hilbert spaces in the setting of semi-A-Fredholm
operators on HA. More precisely, we give generalizations in this setting of [39,
Theorem 1.10.6] about Riesz points and of [6, Theorem 2] about generalized Weyl
operators.
In addition we extend [6, Theorem 1] (regarding) generalized Weyl from oper-
ators on Hilbert spaces to operators on Banach spaces, but under condition that
the operators we deal with are regular, which means that they admit generalized
inverses.
The second purpose of this paper is to obtain an analogue of the results in [14]
and [17] in the setting of nonadjointable operators. We obtain an analogue or a
generalization of [14, Lemma 5.9] about semi A-Weyl operators, [17, Proposition
3] about generalized A-Weyl operators and [17, Proposition 7] about semi-A-
B-Fredholm in the setting of non adjointable operators on Hilbert C∗-modules.
Moreover, for arbitrary two non adjointable A-Fredholm operators with closed
images, we give a sufficient condition for that their composition to have closed
image. In addition, for two arbitrary bounded, adjointable operators with closed
images, we give conditions which are both necessary and sufficient for that the
composition of these two operators to have closed image. This is an extension of
[15, Corollary 3.18] and a generalization of Bouldin’s result in [4] for operators
on Hilbert spaces.
Finally, the third purpose of this paper is to provide concrete examples of semi-
A-Fredholm operators. Moreover, we give a description how we can use these
operators in order to construct operators belonging to some special subclasses of
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semi-A-Fredholm operators such as semi-A-Weyl and semi-A-B-Fredholm oper-
ators defined in [14] and [17].
At the end we give examples of A-Fredholm operators that do not have closed
image. Also, we give an example of an A-Fredholm operator F such that ImF
is closed, but ImF 2 is not closed. This illustrates how differently A-Fredholm
operators may behave from classical Fredholm operators on Hilbert and Banach
spaces, which always have closed image.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we are going to introduce the notation and the definitions that
are needed in this paper. Throughout this paper we let A be a unital C∗-algebra,
HA be the standard module over A and we let B
a(HA) denote the set of all
bounded ,adjointable operators on HA. We let B(HA) denote the set of all A-
linear, bounded operators on the standard module HA, both adjointable and
nonadjointable ones. According to [25, Definition 1.4.1], we say that a Hilbert
C∗-module M over A is finitely generated if there exists a finite set {xi} ⊆ M
such that M equals the linear span (over C and A) of this set. Recall from the
introduction that the notation ⊕˜ denotes the direct sum of Hilbert submodules
without orthogonality.
Definition 2.1. [14, Definition 2.1] Let F ∈ Ba(HA). We say that F is an upper
semi-A-Fredholm operator if there exists a decomposition
HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
with respect to which F has the matrix[
F1 0
0 F4
]
,
where F1 is an isomorphism M1,M2, N1, N2 are closed submodules of HA and
N1 is finitely generated. Similarly, we say that F is a lower semi-A-Fredholm
operator if all the above conditions hold except that in this case we assume that
N2 ( and not N1 ) is finitely generated.
Set
MΦ+(HA) = {F ∈ B
a(HA) | F is upper semi-A-Fredholm },
MΦ−(HA) = {F ∈ B
a(HA) | F is lower semi-A-Fredholm },
MΦ(HA) = {F ∈ B
a(HA) | F is A-Fredholm operator on HA}.
Then set MΦ±(HA) = MΦ+(HA) ∪ MΦ−(HA). Notice that if M,N are two
arbitrary Hilbert modules C∗-modules, the definition above could be generalized
to the classes MΦ+(M,N) and MΦ−(M,N).
Recall that by [25, Definition 2.7.8], originally given in [28], when F ∈MΦ(HA)
and
HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
is an MΦ decomposition for F , then the index of F is definited by index F =
[N1] − [N2] ∈ K(A) where [N1] and [N2] denote the isomorphism classes of N1
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and N2 respectively. By [25, Definition 2.7.9], the index is well defined and does
not depend on the choice of MΦ decomposition for F . As regards the K-group
K(A), it is worth mentioning that it is not true in general that [M]=[N] implies
thatM ∼= N for two finitely generated submodulesM,N of HA. If K(A) satisfies
the property that [N]=[M] implies that N ∼= M for any two finitely generated,
closed submodules M,N of HA, then K(A) is said to satisfy ”the cancellation
property”, see [37, Section 6.2].
We set M̂Φl(HA) to be the class of operators in B(HA) that have MΦ+-
decomposition defined above, but are not necessarily adjointable. HenceMΦ+(HA) =
M̂Φl(HA)∩B
a(HA). Similarly, we set M̂Φr(HA) to be the set of all operators in
B(HA) that haveMΦ−- decomposition but are not necessarily adjointable. Thus
MΦ−(HA) = M̂Φr(HA) ∩ B
a(HA). Finally, we set M̂Φ(HA) to be the set of all
A-Fredholm operators on HA that are not necessarily adjointable.
We let K∗(HA) be the closure in the norm topology of the linear span of the
operators θx,y, where x, y ∈ HA and θx,y(z) = x < y, z > for all z ∈ HA. In [25,
Section 2.2] the operators θx,y are called elementary operators. The set K
∗(HA)
is a closed, two sided self-adjoint ideal in the C∗-algebra Ba(HA), see [25, Section
2.2]. Moreover, in this paper we will also work with non adjointable compact
operators defined in the following way.
Definition 2.2. [13, Definition 1] An A-operator K : HA → HA is called a
finitely generated A-operator if it can be represented as a composition of bounded
A-operators f1 and f2:
K : HA
f1
−→M
f2
−→ HA,
where M is a finitely generated Hilbert C∗-module. The set FG(A) ⊂ B(HA)
of all finitely generated A-operators forms a two sided ideal. By definition, an
A-operator K is called compact if it belongs to the closure
K(HA) = FG(A) ⊂ B(HA),
which also forms two sided ideal.
In order to generalize the sign of the index when the index takes values in the
K-group, we are going to introduce the following definition and notation which
is already given in [14] and [15].
Definition 2.3. [15] For two closed submodules N1, N2 of a Hilbert C
∗-module
M we write N1  N2 when N1 is isomorphic to a closed submodule of N2.
The idea for this concept is originally taken from [5] where this concept was
introduced in connection with Banach spaces. More precisely, Definition 2.3 is
inspired by the following definition.
Definition 2.4. [5, Definition 4.2] Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We say that
X can be embedded in Y and write X  Y if and only if there exists a left
invertible operator J : X → Y. We say that X can essentially be embedded in Y
and write X ≺ Y, if and only if X  Y and Y/T (X) is in infinite dimensional
linear space for all T ∈ L.
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Now we are ready to give various generalizations of semi-Weyl operators on
Hilbert spaces in the setting of bounded, A-linear operators on HA.
Definition 2.5. [14, Definition 5.1] Let F ∈ M̂Φl(HA). We say that F ∈
MΦ−+
′
(HA) if there exists a decomposition
HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
with respect to which
F =
[
F1 0
0 F4
]
,
where F1 is an isomorphism, N1 is closed, finitely generated and N1  N2. Sim-
ilarly, we define the class MΦ+−
′
(HA), only in this case F ∈ M̂Φr(HA), N2 is
finitely generated and N2  N1.
This definition is essentially the same as [14, Definition 5.1], the only difference
is that we do not assume the adjointability of operators in Definition 2.5. In [17,
Lemma 11] it has been proved that the set MΦ+′− (HA) is invariant under com-
pact perturbations and in this paper we will show that also the set MΦ−′+ (HA)
is invariant under compact perturbations. The operators belonging to the classes
MΦ−′+ (HA) and MΦ
+′
− (HA) will be called upper and bower semi-A-Weyl opera-
tors, respectively.
Definition 2.6. [16] We set
MΦ0(HA) = {F ∈ M̂Φ(HA) | index F = 0}.
Let now M˜Φ0(HA) be the set of all F ∈ B(HA) such that there exists a
decomposition
HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
w.r.t. which F has the matrix
[
F1 0
0 F4
]
, where F1 is an isomorphism, N1, N2
are finitely generated and
N⊕˜N1 = N⊕˜N2 = HA
for some closed submodule N ⊆ HA.
Notice that this implies that F ∈ M̂Φ(HA) and N1 ∼= N2 , so that index F =
[N1]− [N2] = 0. Hence M˜Φ0(HA) ⊆MΦ0(HA).
Now we are going to recall the definition of some special subclasses of semi-
A-Weyl operators which have been constructed in [17]. Those subclasses have
been constructed in order to obtain suitable generalizations of the results by
Zemanek in [38], where he described the spectra of an operator related to the
classes of upper and Semi Weyl operators. This shaws that there exist several
generalizations of smi-Weyl operators in the setting of semi-A-Fredholm operators
on HA and hence B(HA) has a much richer structure in general than the space
of bounded operators on a Hilbert space.
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Definition 2.7. [17, Definition 14] We let M̂Φ
−
+(HA) be the set of all F ∈ B(HA)
such that there exists an MΦ+-decomposition for F
HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
and closed submodules N,N ′2 with the property that N1 is isomorphic toN
′
2, N
′
2 ⊆
N2 and
HA = N⊕˜N1 = N⊕˜N
′
2.
Definition 2.8. [17, Definition 15] We set M̂Φ
+
−(HA) to be the set of all G ∈
B(HA) such that there exists an MΦ−-decomposition for G
HA =M
′
1⊕˜N1
′ G−→M ′2⊕˜N
′
2 = HA
and a closed submodule N with the property that HA =M
′
1⊕˜N⊕˜N2
′.
We have
M˜Φ0(HA) ⊆MΦ0(HA ⊆MΦ(HA),
M̂Φ
−
+(HA) ⊆MΦ
−
+
′
(HA) ⊆MΦ+(HA),
M̂Φ
+
−(HA) ⊆MΦ
+
−
′
(HA) ⊆MΦ−(HA).
At the end we introduce various generalizations of semi-A-Fredholm operators
such as generalized A-Weyl operators and semi-A-B-Fredholm.
Definition 2.9. Let F ∈ B(HA). We say that F is a regular operator if ImF is
closed and kerF and ImF are complementable in HA.
Remark 2.10. If F is a regular operator, then F has the matrix
[
(F˜1 0
0 0
]
w.r.t.
the decomposition HA = kerF
0⊕˜ kerF
F
−→ ImF ⊕˜ImF 0 = HA, where kerF
0
and ImF 0 denote the complements of kerF and ImF, respectively, and F1 is
an isomorpism. Then the operator F ′ having the matrix
[
(F˜−11 0
0 0
]
w.r.t. the
decomposition HA = ImF ⊕˜ImF
0 F
′
−→ kerF 0⊕˜ kerF = HA will be called the
generalized inverse of F. Clearly, FF ′F = F. The idea of this concept is originally
taken from [11], where the regular operators and generalized inverse of regular
operators on Banach spaces have been defined.
Definition 2.11. Let F ∈ B(HA). We say that F is a generalized A-Weyl oper-
ator if F is regular and kerF ∼= ImF 0, where ImF 0 stands for the complement
of ImF in HA.
Remark 2.12. This definition is essentially the same as [17, Definition 11] except
that in Definition 2.11 we do not require now the adjointability of operators. The
idea of the concept of generalized A-Weyl operators is originally taken from [6]
where the concept of generalized Weyl operators on Banach spaces have been
introduced.
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Definition 2.13. Let F ∈ B(HA). Then F is said to be an upper semi-A-B-
Fredhom operator if there exists some n ∈ N such that ImFm is closed for all
m ≥ n and F|ImFn is an upper semi-A-Fredhom operator. Similarly, F is said to
be a lower semi-A-B-Fredholm operator if the conditions above hold except that
in this case we assume that F|ImFn is a lower semi-A-Fredhom operator and not
an upper semi-A-Fredhom operator.
Remark 2.14. This definition is essentially the same as [17, Definition 16], how-
ever here again we do not require the adjointability of operators, whereas in
[17, Definition 16] the adjointability of operators is required in addition. The
idea for this concept is originally taken from [3] and [2] where B-Fredholm and
semi-B-Fredholm operators on Banach spaces have been introduced.
3. Main results
In preliminaries we have given the definition of regular operators on Hilbert
C∗-modules. Now we are also going to recall the definition of regular operators
on Banach spaces.
Definition 3.1. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and T ∈ B(X, Y ). Then T is called
a regular operator if T (X) is closed in Y and in addition T−1(0) and T (X) are
complementable in X and Y, respectively.
Remark 3.2. It is not hard to see that T is a regular operator if and only if T
admits a generalized inverse, that is if and only if there exists some T ′ ∈ B(Y,X)
such that TT ′T = T. In this case we have that TT ′ and T ′T are the projections
onto T (X) and the complement of T−1(0), respectively, and moreover T ′TT ′ = T ′.
Thus, Definition correspond to the definition of regular operators on Banach
spaces given in [11].
Definition 3.3. [6] Let X, Y be Banach spaces and T ∈ B(X, Y ). Then we say
that T is generalized Weyl, if T (X) is closed in Y, and T−1(0) and Y /T (X) are
mutually isomorphic Banach spaces.
We give then the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces and let T ∈ B(X, Y ), S ∈
B(Y, Z). Suppose that T, S, ST are regular, that is T (X), S(Y ), ST (X) are closed
and T, S, ST admit generalized inverse. If T and S are generalized Weyl opera-
tors, then ST is a generalized Weyl operator.
Proof. Since T, S, ST are regular by assumption, their kennels and ranges are
complementable in the respective Banach spaces X, Y, Z. Moreover, observe that
S|T (X) is regular. Indeed, if U denotes the generalized inverse of ST, then for any x
in X, we have STUST (x) = ST (x), so it is easily seen that TU is the generalized
inverse of S|T (X). Hence (S|T (X))
−1(0) is complementable in T (X). But we have
(S|T (X))
−1(0) = S−1(0) ∩ T (X). Since T (X) is complementable in Y, it follows
that S−1(0) ∩ T (X) is complementable in Y. By [16, Lemma 1] S−1(0) ∩ T (X)
is then complementable in S−1(0). Finally, since T−1(0) is complementable in
X, as T is regular, and T−1(0) ⊆ ST−1(0), it follows again from [16, Lemma 1]
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that T−1(0) is complementable in ST−1(0). Then we are in the position to apply
exactly the same proof as in [16, Proposition 3 ]. 
Recall the Definition 2.11 of generalized A-Weyl operators from preliminaries.
We are going to use the same notion here, but we are not going to assume the
adjointability of operators.
Corollary 3.5. Let F,G,GF ∈ B(HA) that is F,G are bounded, A-linear oper-
ators on HA. If F,G,GF are regular and F,G are generalized A-Weyl operators,
then GF is generalized A-Weyl operator.
Remark 3.6. It follows from Corollary 3.5 that [16, Lemma 2] and [16, Lemma
3] are also valid if we assume that F,G ∈ B(HA) and in addition F,G,GF are
regular. More precisely, if F,G,GF are A-linear bounded, regular, but not nec-
essarily adjointable operators on HA, then the sequence 0→ kerF → kerGF →
kerG → ImF 0 → ImGF 0 → ImG0 → 0 is exact, where ImF 0, ImG0, ImGF 0
denote the complements of ImF, ImG, ImGF, respectively.
Remark 3.7. In general, if X, Y, Z are Banach spaces and F ∈ B(X, Y ), G ∈
B(Y, Z) are regular operators, then we have that the sequence 0 → kerF →
kerGF → kerG → ImF 0 → ImGF 0 → ImG0 → 0 is exact where ImF 0, ImG0
and ImGF 0 denote the operators of ImF, ImG and ImGF in the resective Ba-
nach spaces. This can be deduced from [16, Proposition 3] and [19, Proposition
2.1], or from [19, Theorem 2.7]. If G,F,G are regular operators, then all the
subspaces in the sequence above are complementable in the respective Banach
spaces. From exactness of the sequence above we may deduce as direct corol-
laries various results such as [6, Theorem 1] and index theorem, Harte’s ghost
theorem in [11] etc. Moreover, replacing regular operators on Banach spaces by
regular bounded A-linear operators on HA and using the same exact sequence,
we may obtain from exactness of the sequence [15, Proposition 3.19] as a corollary.
Recall Definition 2.3 and Definition 2.4 from preliminaries. We have the fol-
lowing corollary.
Corollary 3.8. Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces and F ∈ B(X, Y ), G(Y, Z) be reg-
ular operators. Suppose that GF is also a regular operator. Then ImGF 0 
ImG0 ⊕ ImF 0, kerGF  kerG⊕ kerF, where ImF 0, ImG0 and ImGF 0 denote
the complements if ImF, ImG and ImGF in the respective Banach spaces.
Definition 3.9. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and T ∈ B(X, Y ) be a regular
operator. Then T is said to be a generalized upper semi-Weyl operator if ker T 
Y \ R(T ). Similarly T is said to be a generalized lower semi-Weyl operator if
Y \R(T )  ker T.
Lemma 3.10. Let S, T ∈ B(X, Y ) and suppose that S, T, ST are regular. If S
and T are upper (or lower) generalized semi-Weyl operators, then ST is an upper
(or respectively lower) generalized semi-Weyl operator.
Proof. This follows from exactness of the sequence in Remark 3.7. 
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Definition 3.11. Let F ∈ B(HA) be a regular operator and ImF
0 denote the
complement of F. We say that F is a generalized upper semi-A-Weyl operator
if kerF  ImF 0, whereas we say that F is a generalized lower semi-A-Weyl
operator if ImF 0  kerF.
Remark 3.12. If F ∈ B(HA), then by [25, Theorem 2.3.3] we have that F is
regular if ImF is closed. In this case we may let ImF 0 = ImF⊥.
Remark 3.13. The analogue of Lemma 3.10 holds in the setting of generalized
semi-A-Wely operators .
Next, we recall from [35] the definition of the Dixmier angle between the closed
submodules of a Hilbert C∗-module.
Definition 3.14. [35]. For two given closed submodules ofHA, write c0(M,N) =
sup{‖< x, y >‖| x ∈ M, y ∈ N, ‖ x ‖, ‖ y ‖≤ 1}. We say then that the Dixmier
angle between M and N is positive if c0(M,N) < 1.
Let now A be a W ∗-algebra. Recall the definition of the classes M̂Φl(HA) and
M̂Φr(HA), given in preliminaries. We give the following lemma as a corollary of
[15, Lemma 3.17].
Lemma 3.15. Let F,G ∈ M̂Φl(HA) and supose that ImF, ImG are closed. If the
Dixmier angle between kerG and ImF∩(kerG∩ImF )0 is positive, or equivalently
the Dixmier angle between ImF and kerG ∩ (kerG ∩ ImF )0 is positive, where
(kerG ∩ ImF )0 denotes the complement of kerG ∩ ImF, then ImGF is closed.
Proof. From the proof of [15, Proposition 2.1] we know that kerG ∩ ImF is
complementable in HA when F,G ∈ M̂Φl(HA) and ImF, ImG are closed, as
F,G,GF are regular operators then. Now, if G ∈ M̂Φl(HA), then kerG is
finitely generated by Proposition [15, Proposition 3.1], hence it is orthogonally
complementable by [25, Lemma 2.3.7]. Moreover, since kerG ∩ ImF is com-
plementable, in the similar way as in the proof of [15, Corollary 3.18] we ob-
tain that ImF + kerG = kerG + (ImF ∩ (kerG ∩ ImF )0). Then we may
apply [15, Lemma 3.17]. Finally, since kerG ∩ ImF is complementtable, it
follows by the similar arguments as in the proof of [15, Corollary 3.18] that
ImF + kerG = ImF + (kerG ∩ (kerG ∩ ImF )0). Now, from the proof of [15,
Lemma 2.6] we have kerG = (kerG ∩ ImF )⊕˜(kerG ∩ (kerG ∩ ImF )0). Thus,
kerG ∩ (kerG ∩ ImF )0 is finitely generated being a direct summand in kerG,
which is finitely genrated itself. Hence it is orthogonally complementable by [25,
Lemma 2.3.7]. Since ImF + kerG = ImF + (kerG ∩ (kerG ∩ ImF )0), we are
again in the position to apply [15, Lemma 3.17]. 
Lemma 3.16. LetM and N be two closed submodules of HA. Suppose thatM and
N are orthogonally complementable in HA and that M ∩N = {0}. Then M +N
is closed if and only if P|N is bounded below, where P denotes the orthogonal
projection onto M⊥.
Proof. Suppose first that P|N is bounded below and let δ = m(P|N ). Then δ > 0.
As in the proof of [15, Lemma 3.17] we wish to argue that in this case, there
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exists a constant C > 0 such that, if x ∈M and y ∈ N satisfy ‖ x+ y ‖≤ 1, then
‖ x ‖≤ C. Now, since M is orthogonally complementable, we may write y as y =
y′+ y′′, where y′ ∈M, y′′ ∈M⊥. Observe that < y, y >=< y′, y′ > + < y′′, y′′ > .
Taking the supremum over all states on A we obtain that ‖ y ‖≥ max{‖ y′ ‖
, ‖ y′′ ‖}. Hence ‖ y′′ ‖=‖ P|N (y) ‖≥ δ ‖ y ‖≥ δ ‖ y
′ ‖ . Then, by the same
arguments as in the proof of [15, Lemma 3.17] we obtain that, if ‖ x + y ‖≤ 1,
then ‖ x ‖≤ 1+
1
δ
=
δ + 1
δ
. It follows that M +N is closed. Conversely, if M+N
is closed, then by [15, Lemma 2.6]M+N =M⊕M ′, whereM ′ =M⊥∩(M+N).
Hence P (M+N) = M ′ which is closed. However, P (M+N) = P (N). Moreover,
since M ∩ N = {0} we have that P|N is injective. By the Banach open mapping
theorem it follows that P|N is an isomorphism onto M
′, hence P|N is bounded
below. 
Corollary 3.17. Let F,D ∈ Ba(HA) and suppose that ImF, ImD are closed.
Then ImDF is closed if and only if kerD∩ ImF is orthogonally complementable
and P|
ImF∩(kerD∩ImF )⊥
is bounded below, ar equivalently if Q|
kerD∩(kerD∩ImF )⊥
is bounded
below, where P and Q denote the orthogonal projections onto kerD⊥ and ImF⊥,
respectively.
Proof. If kerD ∩ ImF is orthogonally complementable, then from [15, Lemma
2.6 1] it follows that kerD = (kerD ∩ ImF ) ⊕ (kerD ∩ (kerD ∩ ImF )⊥) and
ImF = (kerD∩ ImF )⊕ (ImF ∩ (kerD∩ ImF )⊥). Then kerD+ ImF = kerD+
(ImF ∩(kerD∩ImF )⊥) = ImF +(kerD∩(kerD∩ImF )⊥). If PImF∩(kerD∩ImF )⊥
or Q|
kerD∩(kerD∩ImF )⊥
is bounded below, from Lemma 3.16 we deduce that kerD+
ImF is closed. Then from [29, Corollary 1] it follows that ImDF is closed.
Conversely, if ImDF is closed, then D|ImF is an adjointable operator with closed
image. Indeed, since ImF is closed, by [25, Theorem 2.3.3.] ImF is orthogonally
complementable, hence D|ImF is adjointable. From [25, Theorem 2.3.3.] it follows
that kerD|ImF is orthogonally complementable in ImF. But kerD|ImF = kerD ∩
ImF. Since ImF is orthogonally complementable in HA and kerD ∩ ImF ⊆
ImF , we get that kerD∩ImF is orthogonally complementable in HA. Moreover,
kerD+ImF is closed by [29, Corollary 1] since ImDF is closed. By the previous
arguments we are then in the position to apply Lemma 3.16 which gives us the
implication in the other direction. 
Remark 3.18. If H is a Hilbert space and M,N are closed subspaces of H such
thatM∩N = {0}, it is not hard to see that if P denotes the orthogonal projection
onto M⊥, then P|N is bounded below if and only if the Dixmier angle between
M and N is positive. Thus Corollary 3.17 is a proper generalization of Bouldin’s
result in [4].
The following proposition is an analogue of [17, Proposition 7 ] in the setting
of non adjointable, bounded operators over W ∗-algebras.
Proposition 3.19. Let F ∈ B(HA). If n ∈ N is s.t. ImF
n closed, ImF n ∼= HA
F|ImFn is upper semi-A-Fredholm and ImF
m is closed for all m > n, then F|ImFm
is upper semi-A- Fredholm and ImFm ∼= HA for all m > n. If n ∈ N is s.t.
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ImF n is closed, ImFm ∼= HA, ImF
m is closed and complementable in ImF n and
F|ImFn is lower semi-A-Fredholm, then F|ImFm is lower semi-A-Fredholm for all
m > n and ImFm ∼= HA for all m > n.
Proof. In the case when the conditions of the first half of the Proposition 3.19
hold, that is when F|ImFn is an upper semi-A-Fredholm operator, then kerF|ImFn =
kerF ∩ ImF n and ImF|ImFn = ImF
n+1 are complementable in ImF n by [15,
Proposition 3.1]. In the case when the conditions of the second half of the
Proposition 3.19 hold, that is when F|ImFn is a lower semi-A-Fredholm operator,
then kerF|ImFn = kerF ∩ ImF
n is complementable in ImF n by [15, Proposi-
tion 3.2]. If F|ImFn is an upper semi-A-Fredholm, then by [15, Proposition 3.2]
kerF|ImFn = kerF ∩ImF
n is finitely generated. If F is a lower semi-A-Fredholm,
then by [15, Proposition 3.1]R is finitely generated, as ImF n+1 is complementable
and closed, where R denotes the complement of ImF n+1 in ImF n. If F|ImFn
upper semi-A-Fredholm, then, since kerF|
ImFn+1
= kerF|ImFn ∩ ImF
n+1, from
[25, Corollary 3.6.4] it follows that kerF|ImFn ∩ ImF
n+1 is a direct summand
kerF|ImFn . Here we use that kerF|ImFn is finitely generated, thus self-dual, and
that kerF|ImFn ∩ ImF
n+1 = ker⊓|ker F|
ImFn
, where ⊓ denotes the projection onto
R along ImF n+1. If F|ImFn a lower semi-A-Fredholm, then (F|ImFn )
2 = F 2|ImFn is
also lower semi-A-Fredholm.
If in addition ImF n+2 = ImF 2|ImFn is closed and complementable in ImF
n, by
the proof of Proposition 2.1 it follows that kerF|ImFn ∩ ImF|ImFn = kerF|ImFn ∩
ImF n+1 is complementable in ImF n.We will denote this property by (*) through-
out the proof.
Observe that we use here that (F|ImFn )
2 is an upper (or lower) semi-A-Fredholm
operator when F|ImFn is an upper (or lower) semi-A-Fredholm operator. If in
addition ImF n+2 is closed and complementable in ImF n, by [15, Proposition
3.1] and [15, Proposition 3.2] it follows that F 2|ImFn is a regular operator. Since
F|ImFn is also regular by assumption, we are in the position to apply the proof
of-the [17, Proposition 7].
Using this together with the fact that kerF|ImFn ∩ ImF
n+1 = kerF ∩ ImF n+1 ⊆
kerF∩ImF n ⊆ ImF n, from [17, Lemma 1] we obtain that (kerF∩ImF n+1)⊕˜M =
kerF ∩ImF n for some closed submoduleM. Hence, if F|ImFn is an upper semi-A-
Fredholm, it follows that kerF ∩ ImF n+1 is finitely generated, as kerF ∩ ImF n
is finitely generated. Observe next that if F|ImFn is an upper semi-A-Fredholm,
then (F|ImFn )
2 = F 2|ImFn is an upper semi-A-Fredholm. Since ImF
n+2 is closed by
assumption, from [15, Proposition 3.1] it follows that ImF n+2 is complementable
in ImF n. Then, by [17, Lemma 1] we have that ImF n+2 is complementable. We
deduce that
ImF n+1 = L⊕ (kerF ∩ ImF n+1)
F
−→ ImF n+2⊕˜X = ImF n+1
is an M̂Φr-decomposition for ImF
n+1, where L denotes the orthogonal comple-
ment of kerF ∩ ImF n+1 in F n+1 (L exists by [25, Lemma 2.3.7]) and X denotes
the complement of ImF n+2 in ImF n+1. Hence F|
ImFn+1
is also an upper semi-
A-Fredholm operator. In the case when F|ImFn a lower semi-A-Fredholm and
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ImF n+k is closed and complementable in ImF n for all k, then by the arguments
above ImF n+2⊕˜X = ImF n+1 for some closed submodule X. Now, in this case we
also have that F|ImFn is a regular operator, which follows from [15, Proposition
3.2] . Using that F|ImFn is regular, we may in the similar way as in the proof of
[17, Proposition 3] obtain that R ∼= S(X)⊕˜M, where S is an isomorphism. Next,
from [15, Proposition 3.2] we have that R is finitely generated, so X is finitely
generated also. Finally, from (*) we have that kerF ∩ImF n+1 is complementable
in ImF n+1, thus complementable in ImF n+1 by [17, Lemma 1] in this case. It
follows that the decomposiltion
ImF n+1 = L˜⊕˜(kerF ∩ ImF n+1)
F
−→ ImF n+2⊕˜X = ImF n+1
is an M̂Φl-decomposition for F|
ImFn+1
, so F|
ImFn+1
is a lower semi-A-Fredholm
operator in this case.
If F|ImFn is an upper semi-A-Fredholm, then kerF|ImFn = kerF ∩ImF
n is finitely
generated. Hence, by [25, Lemma 2.3.7] the orthogonal complement of kerF ∩
ImF n exists. Let N denote this complement. Then F|N is an isomorphism onto
ImF n+1. But, since kerF ∩ ImF n is finitely generated and ImF n ∼= HA by
assumption, by Dupre-Filmore theorem N ∼= HA also. Hence ImF
n+1 ∼= HA.
If F|ImFn is a lower semi-A-Fredholm and ImF
n+1 is closed and complementable
in ImF n, then by [15, Proposition 3.2] the complement of ImF n+1 in ImF n is
finitely generated. By Dupre-Filmore theorem it follows easily that ImF n+1 ∼=
HA as ImF
n ∼= HA by assumption. 
Lemma 3.20. Let F ∈ M̂Φ(HA), K ∈ K(HA). Then indexF = indexF +K.
Proof. Let
HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
be an M̂Φ-decomposition for F. As in the proof of [25, Lemma 2.7.11], we may
choose an n ∈ N s.t. F +K has the matrix
[
(F +K)1 (F +K)2
(F +K)3 (F +K)4
]
, w.r.t the
decomposition
HA = F
−1
1 (L
⊥
n )⊕˜(F
−1
1 (P )⊕˜N1)
F+K
−→ L⊥n ⊕ Ln = HA,
where (F + K)1 is an isomorphism. Here P is finitely generated Hilbert A-
module s.t. Ln = N2⊕˜P,M2 = L
⊥
n ⊕ P. By diagonalizing the operator matrix[
(F +K)1 (F +K)2
(F +K)3 (F +K)4
]
as in the proof of [25, Lemma 2.7.10], we easily obtain
the indexF +K = indexF. 
Remark 3.21. [17, Theorem 8] also holds in the case when T is non adjointable
and F ∈ FG(HA) provided that T
m(ker F˜ ) is complementable.
Indeed, since F˜ = (T+F )m−Tm, F ∈ FG(A) and FG(A) is a two sided ideal in
B(HA), it follows that F˜ ∈ FG(A). Hence ImF˜ is finitely generated. Moreover,
ImF˜ is closed by assumption, so ImF˜ is a finitely generated, projective Hilbert
C∗-module. It follows that ker F˜ is complementable in HA, as F˜ : HA → ImF˜ is
an epimorphism. If we let ker F˜ 0 denote the complement of ker F˜ , it follows that
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ker F˜ 0 is finitely generated. Using that Tm(ker F˜ ) is complementable in HA, we
may proceed in the same way as in the proof of [17, Theorem 8]. The projections
P,⊓, ⊓˜ are no longer orthogonal projections, but rather skew projections. In this
case, PF|
Tm(ker F˜ )
∈ K(Tm(ker F˜ )), so instead of [25, Lemma 2.7.13], we may apply
Lemma 3.20 to deduce that
indexPT|
Tm(ker F˜ )
= indexP (T + F )|
Tm(ker F˜ )
We are now going some examples of semi-A-Fredholm operators.
Example 3.22. Let F (ek) = e2k for all k.
Then F ∈MΦ+(HA)
Example 3.23. Let D(e2k−1) = 0, D(e2k) = ek.
Then D ∈MΦ−(HA)
Example 3.24. In general, let ι : N → ι(N) be a bijection such that ι(N) ⊆ N
and N \ ι(N) infinite. Moreover we may define ι in a such way s.t. ι(1) < ι(2) <
ι(3) < ... . Then, if we define an A-linear operator F as F (ek) = eι(k) for all k,
we get that F ∈MΦ+(HA). Moreover, if we define an A-linear operator D as
D(ek) =
{
eι−1(k), for k ∈ ι(N),
0, else
then D ∈MΦ−(HA).
Those examples are also valid in the case when A = C, that is when HA = H is
a Hilbert space. We will now introduce examples where we use the structure of
A itself in the case when A 6= C :
Example 3.25. Let A = (L∞([0, 1]), µ), where µ is a Borel probability measure.
Set
F (f1, f2, f3, ...) = (X[0, 1
2
]f1,X[ 1
2
,1]f1,X[0, 1
2
]f2,X[ 1
2
,1]f2, ...) .
Then F is bounded A− linear operator, kerF = {0},
ImF = SpanA{X[0, 1
2
]e1,X[ 1
2
,1]e2,X[0, 1
2
]e3,X[ 1
2
,1]e4, ...},
and clearly F ∈MΦ+(HA).
Example 3.26. Let again A = (L∞([0, 1]), µ). Set
D(g1, g2, g3, ...) = (X[0, 1
2
]g1 + X[ 1
2
,1]g2,X[0, 1
2
]g3 + X[ 1
2
,1]g4, ...) .
Then kerD = ImF, D is an A-linear, bounded operator and ImD = HA. Thus
D ∈MΦ−(HA). Indeed, D = F
∗.
Example 3.27. Let A = B(H), let P. Set
F (T1, T2, ...) = (PT1, (I − P )T1, PT2, (I − P )T2, ...),
D(S1, S2, ...) = (PS1 + (I − P )S2, PS3 + (I − P )S4, ...),
then by similar arguments F ∈MΦ+(HA), D ∈MΦ−(HA).
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Example 3.28. In general, supose that {pij}j,i∈N is a family of projections in A
s.t. pij1p
i
j2
= 0 for all i, whenever j1 6= j2 and
k∑
j=1
pij = 1, for some k ∈ N.
Set
F ′(α1, ..., αn, ...) = (p
1
1α1, p
1
2α1, ...p
1
kα1, p
1
2α2, p
2
2α2, ...p
2
kα2, ...),
D′(β1, ..., βn, ...) = (
k∑
i=1
p1iβi,
k∑
i=1
p2iβi+k, ...).
Then F ′ ∈MΦ+(HA), D
′ ∈MΦ−(HA).
Recalling now that a composition of two MΦ+ operators is again an MΦ+
operator and that the same is true for MΦ− operators, we may take suitable
comprositions of operators from these examples in order to construct moreMΦ±
operators.
Even more MΦ± operators can be obtained by composing these operators with
isomorphisms of HA. We will present here also some isomorphisms of HA.
Example 3.29. Let j : N → N be a bijection. Then the operator U given by
U(ek) = ej(k) for all k is an isomorphism of HA. This is a classical well known
example of an isomorphism.
Example 3.30. Let (α1, ..., αn, ...) ∈ A
N be a sequence of invertible elements
in A s.t. ‖ αk ‖≤ M for all k ∈ N and some M > 0. If the operator V is
given by V (ek) = ek · αk for all k, then V is an isomorphism of HA. Moreover, if
(α1, · · · , αn, · · · ) is the sequence from above, we may let V˜ be the operator on HA
given by V˜ (x1, · · · , xn) = (α1x1, · · · , αnxn, · · · ). Then V˜ is also an isomorphism
of HA.
Remark 3.31. Observe thatMΦ+ operators from Examples 3.22, 3.24, 3.25, 3.27,
3.28 are all bounded below. Also, theMΦ− operators from Examples 3.23, 3.24,
3.26, 3.28 are all surjective. Moreover, if we compose in any order the upper
semi-A-Fredholm operator from Example 3.24 with the upper semi-A-Fredholm
operator from Example 3.25, Example 3.27 or Example 3.28 and if we let T, T ′
denote these decompositions in each order respectively, then ImT k, ImT ′k are
closed for all k, which is not difficult to check. Similarly, if we compose the lower
semi-A-Fredholm operator from Example 3.24 with the lower semi-A-Fredholm
operator from Example 3.26, Example 3.27 or Example 3.28 and if we let S, S ′
denote these decompostions in each order respectively, it is not hard to see that
ImSk, ImS ′k are actually the whole HA, for all k.
Recall the definition of the classes M˜Φ0(HA),M̂Φ
−
+(HA),M̂Φ
+
−(HA) from pre-
liminaries.
It is easy to see that all MΦ+ or MΦ− operators which we have presented so
far in our examples are either M̂Φ
−
+ or M̂Φ
+
− operators. In all these cases N1 = 0.
Now we are going to give some more examples of these operators, but first we
wish to give some examples of the situations when HA = N⊕˜N1 = N⊕˜N2 when
N1 6= N2, N1 6= 0 and N1, N2 are finitely generated.
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Example 3.32. Let x = (α1, ..., αn, ...) ∈ HA and suppose that α1 is invertible.
Set N1 = SpanA{x}, then N1 is closed. It is not difficult to see that N1 ∼= L1(A)
via the orthogonal projection onto L1(A). Then HA = L1(A)
⊥⊕˜N1.
Example 3.33. Let A = L∞((0, 1), µ), let x = (f1, f2, ...) be in HA and
Mn =| f1 |
−1 ((
1
n
,∞)) for some n ∈ N such that µ(Mn) 6= 0. Suppose that fk|Mcn =
0 µ a.e. for all k ≥ 2. If we set N1 = SpanA{x}, N2 = SpanA{(χMn,0,0,0,...)}, then
N1 and N2 are closed, N2 ⊆ L1(A) and it is not difficult to see that p1|N1 is an
isomorphism onto N2, where p1 denotes the orthogonal projection onto L1(A).
Put N = N⊥2 . Then HA = N⊕˜N1 = N ⊕N2.
Example 3.34. Let A = B(H) and x = (T1, T2, T3, ...) ∈ HA. Suppose that ImT1
is closed and ker T1 ⊆ ker Tk for all k. SetN1 = SpanA{x}, N2 = SpanA{(PImF , 0, 0, 0, ...)}.
Again, it is not hard to see that N1 and N2 are closed, and p1|N1 is an iso-
morphism onto N2. Let PImF stand for the orthogonal projection onto ImF, set
N ′ = SpanA{(I−PImF , 0, 0, ...)} and N = L
′
1⊕N
′. Then HA = N⊕˜N2 = N⊕N1.
Example 3.35. In general, let N ′ be any finitely generated Hilbert submodule
of HA. Then by [25, Theorem 2.7.5], there exists some n ∈ N and a finitely
generated Hilbert sumodule P s.t. HA = L
⊥
n ⊕ P ⊕˜pn(N
′) = L⊥n ⊕ P ⊕˜N
′ (where
is the orthogonal projection onto Ln).
Example 3.36. Once we have constructed closed submodules N,N1, N2 s.t.
HA = N⊕˜N1 = N⊕˜N2 where N1, N2 are finitely generated, it is easy then to
construct M˜Φ0(HA), M̂Φ
−
+(HA),M̂Φ
+
−(HA) operators using the previous exam-
ples of isomorphisms of HA and examples ofMΦ+ andMΦ− operators. Namely,
by Dupre Filmore theorem we have that N ∼= HA. Let W be this isomorphism.
If U is an isomorphism of HA, then W
−1UW⊓1 is an M˜Φ0 operator, where ⊓1
denotes the projections onto N along N1. If F ∈ B
a(HA) and F is bounded be-
low, then W−1FW⊓1 is an M̂Φ
−
+ operator, and similarly, if G ∈ B
a(HA) and G
is surjective, then W−1GW⊓1 ∈ M̂Φ
+
−(HA).
Recall from Remark 3.31. thatMΦ+ operators from previous examples are all
bounded below, whereasMΦ− operators from previous examples are all surjective
operators.
In all examples 3.32 - 3.35, N,N1, N2 were constructed in a such way s.t. N2 =
pn(N1) for some n, where pn denotes the orthogonal projection onto L
⊥
n . It follows
then that if φ ∈ B(N1), ϕ ∈ B(N2) then,W
−1FW⊓1+ϕpnφ(I−⊓1) ∈ M̂Φ
−
+(HA)
and W−1GW ⊓1 +ϕpnφ(I − ⊓1) ∈ M̂Φ
+
−(HA).
Of course, there are many other examples M̂Φ
−
+ and M̂Φ
+
− operators. The
most simple examples are the following:
Example 3.37. Let S, S ′ be subsets of N s.t. S is finite, S ′ and N \ S ′ infinite
and S ⊆ S ′. Choose a bijection ι : N \ S → N \ S ′ and let
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F (ek) =
{
eι(k), for k ∈ N \ S,
ek, for k ∈ S
then F ∈ M̂Φ
−
+(HA). Similarly, if S
′ is finite, S ′,N \ S infinite, and if we set
G(ek) =

ek for k ∈ S
′
eι(k) for k ∈ N \ S
0 else,
then G ∈ M̂Φ
+
−(HA).
Definition 3.38. We set M˜Φ
gc
0 (HA) to be the class of all F ∈ B
a(HA) s.t. ImF
is closed and s.t. there exist finitely generated Hilbert submodules N, N˜ with the
property that N ⊕ kerF ∼= N˜ ⊕ ImF⊥.
Lemma 3.39. Let T ∈ M˜Φ
gc
0 (HA) and F ∈ B
a(HA) s.t. ImF is closed, finitely
generated. Suppose that Im(T +F ), T (kerF ), P (kerT ), P (ker(T +F )) are closed,
where P denotes the orthogonal projection onto kerF⊥. Then T+F ∈ M˜Φ
gc
0 (HA).
Proof. By the same arguments as in the proof of [16, Theorem 8], we deduce that
ImT = T (kerF ) ⊕ N, Im(T + F ) = T (kerF ) ⊕ N ′ for some finitely generated
Hilbert submodules N,N ′. Hence ImT⊥ ⊕N = Im(T + F )⊥ ⊕N ′ = T (kerF )⊥.
Furthermore, since P (ker T ) is closed by assumption and P|ker T is adjointable
(as ker T is orthogonally complementable by [25, Theorem 2.3.3]), then P|(ker T ) =
kerF ∩ker T is orthogonally complementable in ker T, so ker T = (kerF ∩ker T )⊕
M for some closed submodule M. We have that P|M is an isomorphism onto
P (kerF ) ⊆ kerF⊥. Since P|ker T is adjointable and P (ker T ) is closed by [25, The-
orem 2.3.3], P (ker T ) is orthogonally complementable in kerF⊥. Since kerF⊥ is
finitely generated, it follows that P (ker T ) is finitely generated. Thus M must be
finitely generated, as P|M is an isomorphism. Similarly, using that P (ker(T +F ))
closed, we deduce that ker(T +F ) = (ker T ∩kerF )⊕M ′ for some closed, finitely
generated submoduleM ′. Finally, since T ∈ M˜Φ
gc
0 (HA), there exist finitely gener-
ated Hilbert submodules R,R′, s.t R⊕ker T ∼= R′⊕ImT⊥. Combining all this to-
gether, we deduce that ker(T+F )⊕M⊕N⊕R ∼= (ker T∩ker F )⊕M ′⊕M⊕N⊕R ∼=
ker T ⊕M ′⊕N ⊕R ∼= ImT⊥⊕M ′⊕N ⊕R′ ∼= Im(T +F )⊥⊕M ′⊕N ′⊕R′. 
Remark 3.40. In the case when A = C, that is when HA = H is a Hilbert
space, Lemma 3.39 reduces to [6, Theorem 2] provided that both ker T and ImT⊥
are infinite dimensional. Actually, Lemma 3.39 is valid in the case when T ∈
M˜Φ
gc
0 (W,W
′), F ∈ Ba(W,W ′), where W,W ′ are arbitrary Hilbert C∗-modules.
Moreover, if F is a finite rank operator, then as explained in [16, Remarks 9] we
have that ImF, T (kerF ), Im(T+F ) are closed if ImT is closed. In addition, since
P (ker T ), P (ker T +F ) are subspaces of kerF⊥ and kerF⊥ is finite dimensional,
it follows that they are finite dimensional, hence closed. Therefore it follows that
Lemma 3.39 reduces to [6, Theorem 2] in the case of Hilbert spaces.
We are now going to give some examples of semi-A-B-Fredholm operators.
Before that we wish to introduce some examples of nilpotent operators on Hilbert
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submodules of HA There are various ways of constructing such operators. Of
course the zero operator is certainly a nilpotent operator, however we wish to
give here also some non trivial examples of nilpotent operators.
Example 3.41. Let A = B(H), choose a nilpotent operator C˜ ∈ B(H) and let
C ′(A1, A2, A3, ...) = (C˜A1, C˜A2, C˜A3, ...) Then, if C˜
j = 0, it follows that C ′j = 0
also. Hence, if N ∼= HA and V : N → HA is an asomorphism, then V
−1C ′V is a
nilpotent operator on N.
Example 3.42. Consider now a more general situation where A is an arbitrary
unital C∗-algebra and N is a closed submodule of HA not necessarily isomorphic
to HA. If we may write N = N1⊕N2 where N1 ∼= Ln(A) for some n, then we may
let C = C1 ⊕ C2, where C1 is a nilpotent operator on N1 ∼= Ln(A) and C2 = 0.
Such operators can easily be constructed, as there are a plenty of nilpotent oper-
ators on Ln(A). For example if
F (ek) =
{
0, k = 1
ek−1, k ∈ {2, 3, ..., n},
then F is an example of a nilpotent operator on Ln(A). In general, if F is given
by n × n matrix with coefficients in A and 0 on the main diagonal, w.r.t the
standard orthonormal basis {ej}j∈N, then F is nilpotent.
If N is complementable in HA, then by Kasparov stabilization theorem we may
in fact w.l.g. assume that N contains a submodule isomorphic to Ln for some n.
Now we are ready to construct some semi-A-B-Fredholm operators.
Example 3.43. Let HA = M ⊕ N be a decomposition, where M ∼= HA. Let
U : M → HA be an isomorphism, choose an operator T ∈ MΦ±(HA) s.t. ImT
k
is closed for all k. Again, such operators exist for instance from our previous
examples as explained in Remark 3.31. Hence, if T ∈ MΦ±(HA) s.t. ImT
k is
closed for all k, then U−1TU ∈ MΦ±(M) and Im(U
−1TU)k is closed for all k.
Observe also that since U−1TU ∈MΦ±(M), ImU
−1TU is closed andM ∼= HA, it
follows from [16, Proposition 7] that U−1TU|
Im(U−1TU)k
is inMΦ±(Im(U
−1TU)k)
for all k. Next, choose C ∈ Ba(N) s.t. C is nilpotent. Let F be the operator
having the matrix [
U−1TU 0
0 C
]
,
w.r.t. the decomposition HA = M⊕N. Then F is a semi-A-B-Fredholm operator.
Corollary 3.44. Let T ∈ MΦgc0 (HA) and suppose that ker T
∼= ImT⊥ ∼= HA.
If F ∈ Ba(HA) satisfies the assumptions of the Lemma 3.39, then ker(T + F ) ∼=
Im(T + F )⊥ ∼= HA. In particular, T + F ∈MΦ
gc
0 (HA).
Proof. Notice that, since T ∈ MΦgc0 (HA) by hypothesis, we already have that
ker T ∼= ImT⊥, so the additonal assumption is that they are isomorphic to HA.
By the proof of Lemma 3.39, since MΦgc0 (HA) ⊆ M˜Φ
gc
0 (HA), we have that
ker(T + F ) ⊕M ⊕ N ⊕ R ∼= ker T ⊕M ′ ⊕ N ⊕ R ∼= ImT⊥ ⊕M ′ ⊕ N ⊕ R′ ∼=
Im(T+F )⊥⊕M ′⊕N ′⊕R′. SinceM,N,R,M ′, N ′, R′ are finitely generated Hilbert
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submodules and ker T ∼= ImT⊥ ∼= HA by assumption, by Kasparov stabilization
theorem we have that HA ∼= ker T ⊕M
′⊕N ⊕R ∼= ImT⊥⊕M ′⊕N ⊕R′. Hence
HA ∼= ker(T +F )⊕M ⊕N ⊕R ∼= Im(T +F )
⊥⊕M ′⊕N ′⊕R′. By Dupre Filmore
theorem, it follows easily that ker(T + F ) ∼= Im(T + F )⊥ ∼= HA. 
Lemma 3.45. Let T ∈ MΦ(HA) and suppose that ImT is closed. Then T ∈
M˜Φ
gc
0 (HA).
Proof. By [16, Lemma 12], since ImT is closed and T ∈ MΦ(HA), we have
that ker T and ImT⊥ are finitely generated then. By [25, Theorem 2.7.5], we
may find an n ∈ N s.t. Ln = P ⊕˜pn(ker T ) = P
′⊕˜pn(ImT
⊥) and pn(ker T ) ∼=
ker T, pn(ImT
⊥) ∼= ImT⊥. Moreover, P and P ′ are finitely generated Hilbert
submodules. It follows that P ⊕ ker T ∼= P ′ ⊕ ImT⊥. 
Lemma 3.46. Let F ∈ B(HA) and suppose that
HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
is a decomposition w.r.t. which F has the matrix
[
F1 0
0 F4
]
, where F1 is an
isomorphism. Then N1 = F
−1(N2).
Proof. Obviously, N1 ⊆ F
−1(N2). Assume now that x ∈ F
−1(N2). Then x =
m1 + n1 for some m1 ∈ M1, n1 ∈ N1. We get Fx = Fm1 + Fn1 ∈ N2. Since
Fm1 ∈ M2 and Fn1 ∈ N2, we must have Fm1 = 0. As F|M1 is an isomorphism,
we deduce that m1 = 0. Hence x = n1 ∈ N1. 
Recall now Definition 2.5 from preliminaries.
Lemma 3.47. Let F ∈MΦ−+
′
(HA) and K ∈ K(HA). Then F+K ∈MΦ
−
+
′
(HA).
Proof. Let F ∈ MΦ−+
′
(HA), K ∈ K(HA). and HA = M1⊕˜N1
F
−→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
be anMΦ−+
′
decomposition for F.Consider the operatorG : HA = M2⊕˜N2−→M1⊕˜N1 =
HA given by the operator matrix
[
F−11 0
0 0
]
, (here F1 = F|M1 ). Then GF has the
matrix
[
1 0
0 0
]
, w.r.t. the decomposition HA = M1⊕˜N1
GF
−→ M1⊕˜N1 = HA.
Since K(HA) is two sided ideal in B(HA), by [13, Theorem 2] there exists an
m ∈ N s.t ‖ qnGK ‖< 1 for all n ≥ m, as GK ∈ K(HA). Now, as in the
proof of [25, Lemma 2.7.13], we may without loss of generality assume that there
exists some k ≥ m s.t. M1 = L
⊥
k ⊕˜P and Lk = P ⊕˜N1, since N1 is finitely gen-
erated. It follows that GF has the matrix
[
1 0
0 ⊓
]
, w.r.t. the decomposition
L⊥k ⊕ Lk
GF
−→ L⊥k ⊕ Lk, where ⊓ denotes the projection onto P along N1. Then,
w.r.t. the decomposition HA = L
⊥
k ⊕˜Lk
GF+GK
−→ L⊥k ⊕˜Lk = HA, GF +GK has the
matrix
[
(GF +GK)1 (GF +GK)2
(GF +GK)3 (GF +GK)4
]
, where (GF +GK)1 is an isomorphism,
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as ‖ qkGKqk ‖≤‖ qkGK ‖< 1. Hence GF +GK has the matrix[
(GF +GK)1 0
0 (GF +GK)4
]
,
w.r.t. the decomposition HA = L
⊥
k ⊕˜U(Lk)
GF+GK
−→ V −1(L⊥k )⊕˜Lk = HA, where
(GF +GK)1, U, V are isomorphisms. From this ( using that GF +GK = G(F +
K) ) we obtain that G has the matrix
[
G1 G2
0 G4
]
, w.r.t. the decomposition
HA = (F + K)L
⊥
k ⊕˜N
G
−→ V −1(L⊥k )⊕˜Lk = HA for some closed submodule N,
where G1 is an ismorphism. Also, we obtain that F +K has the matrix[
(F +K)1 (F +K)2
0 (F +K)4
]
,
w.r.t. the decomposition HA = L
⊥
k ⊕˜U(Lk)
F+K
−→ (F + K)L⊥k ⊕˜N = HA, where
(F+K)1 is an isomorphism. All this follows by the same arguments as in the proof
of [13, Theorem 5]. It is easy to see then that G has the matrix
[
G˜1 0
0 G˜4
]
w.r.t. the decomposition HA = (F + K)L
⊥
k ⊕˜N
′ G−→ V −1(L⊥k )⊕˜Lk = HA for
some closed submodule N ′ isomorphic to N, where G˜1 is an isomorphism. But,
we also have that G has the matrix
[
˜˜G1 0
0 ˜˜G4
]
w.r.t. the decomposition HA =
F (L⊥k )⊕˜(F (P )⊕˜N2)
G
−→ L⊥k ⊕˜Lk = HA, where
˜˜G1 = F
−1
1 |F (L
k
)
is an isomoprhism
(observe thatM2 = F (L
⊥
k )⊕˜F (P )). From Lemma 3.46 it follows that F (P )⊕˜N2 =
N ′ = G−1(Lk). Since N1  N2 and F|P is an isomorphism, we get that Lk =
P ⊕˜N1  F (P )⊕˜N2 = N
′. Moreover, N ′ ∼= N,Lk ∼= U(Lk) and, as we have seen
above, F +K has the matrix
[
(F +K)1 (F +K)2
0 (F +K)4
]
w.r.t. the decomposition
HA = L
⊥
k ⊕˜U(Lk)
F+K
−→ (F +K)L⊥k ⊕˜N = HA, where (F +K)1 is an isomorphism.
By using the process of diagonalization of the operator matrix as in the proof of
[25, Lemma 25.7.10], we easily obtain that F +K ∈MΦ−+
′
(HA). 
Example 3.48. Let A = L∞((0, 1)), consider the operator F : A → A given
by F (f) = f · id (where id(x) = x for all x ∈ (0, 1)). Then F is an A-linear,
bounded operator on A and since A is finitely generated considered as Hilbert
A-module over itself, it follows that F is A-Fredholm. But ImF is not closed.
Indeed, ‖ F ((X(0, 1
n
)) ‖∞=
1
n
for all n whereas ‖ (X(0, 1
n
)) ‖∞= 1 for all n, so F is
not bounded below.
Consider now the operator F˜ ∈ Ba(HA) given by F˜ = Q+JFP, where Q denotes
the orthogonal projection onto L⊥1 , P = I − Q and J(α) = (α, 0, 0, 0, . . . ) for all
α ∈ A. Then it is easy to see that F˜ ∈MΦ(HA) and ImF˜ is not closed.
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Example 3.49. Let A = B(H) where H is a Hilbert space. Choose an S ∈ B(H)
such that ImS is not closed. Then S is not bounded below, so there exists a
sequence of unit vectors xn in H such that ‖ Sxn ‖→ 0 as n→∞.
Let x ∈ H such that ‖ x ‖= 1 and define the operators Bn ∈ B(H) to be given
as Bnx = xn and Bn|Span{x}⊥ = 0 for all n. Then ‖ Bn ‖=‖ Bnx ‖=‖ xn ‖= 1
for all n. However, since SBn|Span{x}⊥ = 0 for all n and ‖ x ‖= 1, it follows that
‖ SBn ‖=‖ SBnx ‖=‖ Sxn ‖ for all n. Thus ‖ SBn ‖→ 0 as n → ∞. If we
consider the operator F : A → A to be given by F (T ) = ST for all T ∈ B(H),
then F is an A-linear, bounded operator on A (when A is viewed as a Hilbert
A-module over itself), but ImF is not closed. Using the operator F, it is easy to
construct in the same way as in the previous example an operator F˜ ∈MΦ(HA)
s.t ImF˜ is not closed.
Example 3.50. Let H be a Hilbert space, let M and N be closed, infinite di-
mensional subspaces of H s.t. M + N is not closed. Denote by p and q the
orthogonal projections onto M and N, respectively. If we let A = B(H), then
M˜ = SpanA{(p, 0, 0, 0, . . . )} and N˜ = SpanA{(q, 0, 0, 0, . . . )} are finitely gener-
ated Hilbert submodules of HA. Moreover, M˜ + N˜ is not closed. Indeed, since
M+N is not closed, there exists a sequence {xn+yn} s.t xn ∈M, yn ∈M for all n
and xn+ yn → z for some z ∈ H \ (M +N). Choose an x ∈ H such that ‖ x ‖= 1
and let for each n Tn and Sn be the operators in B(H) such that Tnx = xn,
Snx = yn and Tn|Span{x}⊥ = Sn|Span{x}⊥ = 0. Since xn ∈ M and yn ∈ N for all n,
it follows that Tn ∈ pA and Sn ∈ qA for all n. Moreover, ‖ Sn+Tn−Sm−Tm ‖=‖
(Sn + Tn − Sm − Tm)x ‖ for all m,n. Since (Sn + Tn)x = xn + yn for all n, it
follows that {Sn + Tn}n is a Cauchy sequence in B(H), hence Sn + Tn → T
for some T ∈ B(H). Then xn + yn = Snx + Tnx → Tx = z as n → ∞. Now,
Sn + Tn ∈ pA+ qA for all n. If also T ∈ pA+ qA, then Tx ∈ M +N. But then
z ∈ M + N which is a contradiction. Thus T /∈ pA + qA, so pA + qA is not
closed in A. It follows easily that M˜ + N˜ is not closed. Also (L⊥1 ⊕ M˜) + N˜ is
not closed. Since N˜ is finitely generated, by Dupre-Filmore theorem it follows
that N˜⊥ ∼= HA. Moreover, L
⊥
1 ⊕ M˜
∼= HA, hence L
⊥
1 ⊕ M˜
∼= N˜⊥. Let U be this
isomorphism, set F = JUP, where P is the orthogonal projection onto N˜⊥ and
J is the inclusion from L⊥1 ⊕ M˜ into HA. Then kerF = N˜ and ImF = L
⊥
1 ⊕ M˜,
so F is A-Fredholm. Now, since ImF + kerF is not closed, from [29, Corollary
1] it follows that ImF 2 is not closed.
Supose now that A satisfies the cancellation property. We have then the fol-
lowing theorem:
Theorem 3.51. Let α ∈ C, F ∈ Ba(HA). Suppose that α ∈ iso σ(F ) and assume
either that R(F − αI) is closed or that R(P0) is self dual and that A is a W
∗-
algebra, where P0 denotes the spectral projection corresponding to α of the operator
F. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
a) There exists K ∈ K∗(HA) and there exist an isomorphism T ∈ B
a(HA) s.t.
F − αI = T +K and FK = KF
b) (F − αI) ∈MΦ±(HA)
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c) (F − αI) ∈MΦ(HA)
d) (F − αI) ∈MΦ0(HA)
e)There exist closed submodules M,N ⊆ HA s.t. (F − αI) has the matrix[
(F − αI)1 0
0 (F − αI)4
]
w.r.t. the decomposition HA = M⊕˜N
F−αI
−→ M⊕˜N = HA where (F − αI)1, is an
isomorphism and N is finitely generated. Moreover, if (F − αI) is not invertible
in B(HA), then N(F − αI) 6= {0}.
Proof. a)⇒ b) Follows since F − αI is then invertible in Ba(HA)/K
∗(HA).
b)⇒ c)⇒ d)
From [15, Theorem 4.1] we have that the setsMΦ+(HA)\MΦ(HA) andMΦ−(HA)\
MΦ(HA) are open in the norm topology. Moreover, the setMΦ(HA)\MΦ0(HA)
is also open in the norm topology, by [15, Lemma 2.7.10]. Then we may use these
facts together with the assumption in theorem that α is an isolated paint of the
spectrum of F in order to deduce the desired implications.
d)⇒ e) In order to prove this implication, we will now need the assumption in
the theorem that either R(F −αI) closed or that R(P0) is self dual and that A is
a W ∗-algebra. Assume first that R(F − αI) is closed. Recall that (F − αI)|
N(P0
is an isomorphism of N(P0) onto N(P0) and that N(P0), R(P0) are invariant for
F − αI . Hence N(F − αI) ⊆ R(P0) . Now, as N(P0), R(P0) are invariant
for F − αI, we may consider F˜1 = (F − αI)|
N(P0
and F˜2 = (F − αI)|
R(P0
as A-
linear operators from N(P0) onto N(P0) and from R(P0) into R(P0) respectively .
Then F˜1 is an isomorphism. Moreover R(F −αI) = N(P0)+R(F˜2) and obviously
N(F − αI) = N(F˜2).
As (F − αI) ∈ MΦ0(HA) by assumption, N(F − αI) is finitely generated, so
N(F˜2) is finitely generated. Thus N(F˜2) is an orthogonal direct summand in
R(P0) . So we have
HA = N(P0)⊕˜(N(F˜2)⊕˜N
′),
where N(F˜2)⊕N
′ = R(P0) . Then (F − αI)|(N(P0)⊕˜N′)
is injective and
(F − αI)(N(P0)⊕˜N
′) = R(F − αI) which is closed by assumption. By the open
mapping theorem the restriction of F −αI to N(P0)⊕˜N
′ is an isomorphism onto
R(F − αI) . It follows that (F − αI)(N ′) is closed. But (F − αI)(N ′) = R(F˜2),
so R(F˜2) is closed.
By the open mapping theorem it follows that F˜2|
N′
is an isomorphism onto R(F˜2).
Since R(P0) is orthogonally complementable in HA, then F˜2 = (F − αI)|R(P0) is
adjointable, so by [25, Theorem 2.3.3] it follows that R(F˜2) is orthogonally
complementable in R(P0). Therefore R(P0) = R(F˜2) ⊕ N
′′
2 , where N
′′
2 denotes
the orthogonal complement of R(F˜2) in R(P0). Moreover, since R(F − αI) is
closed, it follows again from [25, Theorem 2.3.3] that R(F − αI) is orthogonally
complementable in HA. So we get
HA = R(F − αI)⊕˜N
′
2
′
= R(F − αI)⊕ R(F − αI)⊥.
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Then clearly N ′2
′ ∼= R(F − αI)⊥. Since F − αI is an A-Fredholm operator,
R(F − αI)⊥ is finitely generated, hence N ′2
′ is finitely generated. Therefore, we
obtain that F˜2 has the matrix [
(F˜2)1 0
0 0
]
w.r.t. the decomposition
R(P0) = N
′ ⊕N(F˜2)
F˜2−→ R(F˜2))⊕N
′
2
′
= R(P0),
where (F˜2)1 is isomorphism and N(F˜2), N
′
2
′ are finitely generated. Since R(P0)
is orthogonally complementable, F˜2 = (F − αI)|
R(P0)
is adjointable. Hence F˜2 is
an A-Fredholm operator. Now, as K∗(R(P0)) is a closed two sided ideal in the
C∗ -algebra Ba(R(P0)), then B
a(R(P0))/K
∗(R(P0)) is a C
∗-algebra also and F˜2
is invertible in this C∗-algebra being A-Fredholm. This follows from the proof of
[14, Theorem 2.2] part 1) ⇒ 2). Since F˜2 − λI is invertible, hence A-Fredholm
operator for all λ 6= 0, we deduce that σ(pi(F˜2)) is empty, where
pi : Ba(R(P0))→ B
a(R(P0))/K
∗(R(P0))
is a natural quotient map. It follows then that the C∗ algebraBa(R(P0))/K
∗(R(P0))
is trivial. Therefore R(P0) is finitely generated. Moreover, from
(F−αI) ∈MΦ0(HA), it follows that [N(F−αI)] = [R(F−αI)
⊥]. If N(F−αI) =
{0}, it would follow then that R(F − αI)⊥ = {0}, as A satisfies the cancellation
property by assumption.
By the open mapping theorem, it would follow that F − αI is invertible in
B(HA). Thus, if F − αI is not invertible in B(HA), then we can deduce that
N(F − αI) 6= {0}.
Assume now that R(P0) is self-dual and that A is aW
∗-algebra. Since (F−αI) ∈
MΦ0(HA) by assumption in d), let
HA = M1⊕˜N1 −→ M2⊕˜N2 = HA
be a decomposition w.r.t which F − αI has the matrix[
(F − αI)1 0
0 (F − αI)4
]
,
where (F −αI)1 is an isomorphism, N1, N2 are finitely generated. Since R(P0) is
self-dual, we have by [25, Corollary 3.6.4] that
ker(⊓N1|
R(P0)
) = R(P0) ∩M1 is in orthogonal direct summand in R(P0), where
⊓N1 denotes the projection onto N1 along M1. So
R(P0) = (R(P0)) ∩M1)⊕N
′.
Now,by [25, Corollary 3.6.7], since ⊓N1|
R(P0)
is injective on N ′, N ′ is isomorphic
to a direct summand in N1. Since N1 is finitely generated, it follows that N
′
is finitely generated also. Now, on R(P0) ∩ M1, F − αI is an isomorphism.
Therefore (F − αI)(R(P0) ∩M1) is closed. Since (R(P0) ∩M1) is an orthogonal
direct summand in R(P0) and R(P0) is itself an orthogonal direct summand in
HA, it follows that R(P0) ∩M1 is an orthogonal direct summand in HA. Using
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this together with the fact that F − αI is adjointable, we deduce that F − αI
restricted to R(P0) ∩M1, is adjointable. As (F − αI)(R(P0) ∩M1) is closed in
R(P0), by [25, Theorem 2.3.3] it is orthogonally complementable in R(P0). So,
we get that R(P0) =M
′⊕M ′′, where M ′ = (F −αI)(R(P0)∩M1) and M
′′ is its
orthogonal complement in R(P0). Then (F − αI)|
R(P0)
has the matrix[
(F − αI)1 (F − αI)2
0 (F − αI)4
]
w.r.t. the decomposition.
R(P0) = (R(P0) ∩M1)⊕N
′ F−αI−→ M ′ ⊕N ′
′
= R(P0),
where (F −αI)1 is an isomorphism.There exists an isomorphism U of R(P0) onto
R(P0) s.t (F − αI)|
R(P0)
has the matrix[
(F − αI)1 0
0 (F − αI)4
]
w.r.t the decomposition
R(P0) = U((R(P0) ∩M1))⊕˜U(N
′)
F−αI
−→ M ′ ⊕M ′
′
= R(P0).
Then w.r.t. the decomposition
HA = (N(P0)⊕˜U(R(P0) ∩M1))⊕˜U(N
′)
F−αI
−→ (N(P0)⊕˜M
′)⊕˜M ′
′
= HA
F − αI has the matrix [
(F − αI)1 0
0 (F − αI)4
]
,
where (F−αI)1, is an isomorphism. In addition, U(N
′) is finitely generated since
N ′ is so.
Now, by [14, Lemma 2.16], since F − αI is an A-Fredholm operator, we must
have that M ′′ is finitely generated. But, then as (F − αI)|
R(P0)
has the matrix[
(F − αI)1 0
0 (F − αI)4
]
w.r.t. the decomposition
R(P0) = U((R(P0) ∩M1))⊕˜U(N
′)
F−αI
−→ M ′ ⊕M ′
′
= R(P0),
where (F −αI)1 is an isomorphism, it follows that (F −αI)|
R(P0)
∈MΦ((R(P0)).
Then we can proceed further as done in the proof of d) ⇒ e) in the case when
R(F − αI) is closed.
e)⇒ a) Since N is finitely generated, the orthogonal projection onto N, denoted
by P0, is compact. Set then F˜ = F − αI, K = F˜P0 − P0 and T = F˜ (I − P0).
Then K ∈ K∗(HA), and F˜ commutes with K since F˜ commutes with P0, as
R(P0), N(P0) are invariant for F˜ . Moreover, F˜ −K = T. Since R(P0), N(P0) are
invariant for F˜ = F − αI, then it is easily seen that R(P0), N(P0) are invariant
for F , so F also commutes with P0. Next, T has the matrix
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F˜|
N(P0)
0
0 1
]
w.r.t. the decomposition
HA = N(P0)⊕˜R(P0)
T
−→ N(P0)⊕˜R(P0) = HA.
Since F˜|
N(P0)
is an isomorphism onto N(P0), we get that T is invertible. The
implication follows. 
Remark 3.52. In this proof we have used several times that R(P0) is orthogonally
complementable without actually proving it. However, since P0 adjointable, by
[25, Theorem 2.3.3] R(P0) is orthogonally complementable being closed.
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